
 

 

EXECUTIVE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT LEAD (SECONDARY) 

Salary: Negotiable  

Part-time: 2 days a week: permanent or secondment/fixed term model considered 

A unique opportunity has arisen for an experienced secondary school headteacher or senior 

leader to join The Talentum Learning Trust. We are looking for a dedicated professional to 

widen the capacity of the trust central executive team.  

This position offers the ideal opportunity for an ambitious professional with a track record of 

successful secondary school improvement to broaden their skills and gain experience of an 

executive leadership role.  Candidates should be committed to making a difference through 

implementing educational excellence across our trust. You will be supported by the CEO, the 

central executive team and a committed board of trustees. 

Established in 2016, the trust has grown to a group of nine (cross-phase) schools operating 

in and around the market town of Leek and continues to work closely with local maintained 

and associate schools. You would join the trust at an exciting stage of its development. We 

are a truly collaborative trust; thriving on positive relationships between like-minded 

professionals. 

We are looking to recruit an individual with the insight to identify and promote best practice 

and the interpersonal skills and resilience to support and challenge our schools effectively by 

leading meaningful partnership work across the trust’s academies, improving outcomes for 

the young people in our community. 

This newly created role is an exciting opportunity for an exceptional and inspirational 

secondary professional who has the aspiration, integrity and experience to impact on 

improvement across the trust’s secondary academies.  

In order to secure the right candidate, the trust will consider flexible models. We are able to 

offer the post permanently or as a fixed term secondment arrangement. Start date to 

commence at the earliest opportunity. 

To arrange an initial conversation about the role and learn more about our trust, please 

email our CEO, Lise Houldsworth lhouldsworth@ttlt.org.uk  

The Talentum Learning Trust is an equal opportunities employer committed to safeguarding 

and promoting the welfare of children and this position is subject to an Enhanced Disclosure 

check under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 

Closing date: 06/10/22 

Shortlisting: 07/10/22 

Interviews: 13/10/22 and 14/10/22 
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